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Introduction

The NOMAD project is an effort to develop a vision for international Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) 
roaming, beginning in the Nordics and potentially expanding to other nations. By roaming, we mean a 
user-centered, seamless transition in service from one MaaS operator based in one region to another 
MaaS operator based in another region. A traveler that is roaming will avoid having to reset payment, 
booking, and subscription details in their mobile app when they move from one service region (e.g. 
Copenhagen) to another (e.g. Stockholm), and can continue using their own smartphone application at 
their destination with minimal interruption.

According to urban planning theory, the purpose of a vision is to convince public decision makers that 
some apparently unlikely future scenario is possible (Hopkins 2007). Our purpose is therefore to 
understand the obstacles to international MaaS roaming today and envision scenarios in which 
international roaming could work.
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Introduction

At the outset of the NOMAD project, we aimed to test the possibilities and challenges of international MaaS
roaming using a technical pilot. We have changed our strategy for both practical and theoretical reasons. Practically, 
the MaaS operators initially involved in the project went bankrupt during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Theoretically, we have come to understand that the major obstacles to international MaaS roaming (as well as 
single-region MaaS) are primarily political and economic in nature, and that developing a vision to overcome these 
challenges is best achieved in a project that engages a broad base of MaaS stakeholders in the Nordics and 
challenges them to imagine different mobility service constellations and business models across Nordic regions.
With this approach we held an online workshop 29th of september with 45 representatives from Public Transport 
authorities, private mobility services, municipalities, researchers and technology firms  from Denmark, Sweden, 
Norway, Finland, and Iceland 
Participants were divided into digital focus groups by industry and by country. They were asked to respond to two 
scenario prompts: Scenario A was related to the role of municipalities facilitating (or not facilitating) multimodal 
transport with planning, infrastructure, and permitting. Scenario B was related to the role of Public Transit 
Authorities cooperating (or not cooperating) with other mobility providers to create a MaaS ecosystem. The 
workshop last 3.5 hours. 
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The year is 2030. In recent years, 
mobility companies have become 
increasingly excited about 
mobility as a service, finding ways 
to serve travelers from door-to-
door on multiple modes of 
transportation instead of the 
personal motor vehicle

EU regulations have “opened the 
playing field” allowing for data-
sharing and smooth technological 
solutions that facilitate ticketing 
and payment across service 
providers, and across international 
borders
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Scenario A1: Municipalities support MaaS

Large and small municipalities have embraced this trend:
• Encouraging growing constellation of mobility services to 
reduce private car dependency
• Investments in infrastructure 
• MaaS bundles offer maximum flexibility 
• Traffic congestion, emissions reduced  
• Public transport ridership has increased also  
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Scenario A2: Municipalities resist MaaS

Large municipalities have resisted this trend:
• New private mobility services seen as nuisance
• No agreements about supporting infrastructure and 
efforts accommodate new shared mobility
• Congestion and problems, poor accessibility to the 
city – complaints from the public 
• MaaS packages on the market are rather thin; e.g. PT 
+ taxi. Poor MaaS coverage in smaller towns
• Accessibility through MaaS app is mainly dependent 
upon if the destination has opened up 
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Scenario B1: New Public Mobility for all

Public Transit Authorities (PTAs) have been preparing for a 
new generation of public mobility
• Willing to innovate in door-to-door mobility to reach 

new generation of customers
• Cooperation with private mobility services and MaaS 

operators get a “win” for all parties
• Combination of public funding, advertising, “smart” AI-

enabled revenue sharing applications
• The mobility ecosystem also serves rural destinations
• Households have reduced personal motor vehicle use
• Congestion is reduced, and PT ridership gone up 
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Scenario B2: Premium mobility for some

PTAs see MaaS operators and new mobility services 
as competitors 
• Optimize existing PT rather than cooperate with 

private mobility services
• Resisted joining private MaaS platforms, sometimes 

developing MaaS “in-house”
• Mainly serve customers traveling along trunk lines 
• Failed  to capture customers segments that now 

subscribe to highly tailored premium MaaS services
• Poor connectivity in rural areas, still much car use 
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Summary of the findings in general

• The single largest obstacles to international MaaS roaming are political and 
economic, not technical. 

• Specifically, achieving MaaS at a local or international level will require that 
public and private mobility service providers have a clearer understanding 
of the benefits of offering their (traditionally isolated) services on shared 
platforms. 

• Large mobility actors, particularly public transition authorities, remain 
concerned that shared ticketing on MaaS platforms will expose them to 
competition from private mobility providers, and many have decided to 
develop MaaS services in-house rather than cooperate with independent 
MaaS operators.
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Other obstacles to MaaS (locally or internationally)

• Slow-changing institutional structures and public transit budgets that are 
designed for 10 years in the future make large-scale innovations like MaaS
challenging

• The difference in price and pricing models for public transit ridership in 
different regions might challenge the compatability of MaaS in different 
regions. How would monthly mobility passes work across different cities and 
services, for example?

• There is a lack of shared vision for MaaS, which impedes the development of 
MaaS that connects multiple jurisdictions in multiple countries. Actors will 
be more likely to invest in such a system if they share a basic understanding 
of a mutually-beneficial outcome.
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The role of municipalities 
• Municipalities will play an important enabling role for MaaS, even if they do 

not always have a direct stake in MaaS. Municipalities control land and 
building resources and infrastructure that can either restrict or enable 
private mobility services on the ground in their jurisdictions. 

• A municipality with a rich mobility ecosystem may be able to generate more 
attractive MaaS offering than a municipality with limited mobility options.

• Several large European municipalities have supported MaaS initiatives in 
their constituencies. There is less theoretical ground for municipal support 
for MaaS in “less dense” cities because MaaS may or may not generate as 
many trips as in dense cities like Copenhagen or Amsterdam. 

• At the same time, car-dependent places (including rural places) have the 
most to gain in terms of MaaS replacing motor vehicle trips. In a multi-
region MaaS scenario (e.g. with MaaS roaming), there is also uncertainty 
about whether and to what extent MaaS will benefit any particular 
municipality—the costs and benefits of MaaS roaming to municipalities are 
potentially hard to measure.

• Municipalities may also want to encourage private cycling and walking trips 
that aren’t part of any business model. MaaS services need to be designed 
to complement municipal initiatives for walking and cycling rather than 
competing against them.
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The role of PTOs and funding of MaaS
• In Norway, several public transit operators have already integrated private 

mobility options into public transit apps e.g. Kolombus (of 
Stavanger/Rogaland) considers itself a “mobility provider” and has 
integrated e-scooters.

• While public transit has been labelled by academics and others as the 
“backbone of MaaS”, there are scenarios in which public transit plays a 
relatively marginal or role or no role at all, for example in rural regions 
where there is relatively poor public transit coverage, or in municipalities 
with very successful walking and cycling strategies. 

• International MaaS roaming will benefit from a variety of service “bundles”. 
For example, bundles for local residents should look different than offerings 
to tourists or business travelers.  

• In the future, public funding might be leveraged to support/procure 
mobility outside traditional public transit (e.g. bus, train, tram). This could 
incentivize cooperation necessary for MaaS. 

•
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Next 
steps
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